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What is the 
Universe 
made of ?



GeV ~ mp

Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard Model. 





 Modern cosmology   Cosmic pie

 The standard model explains only ~5% of the M-E of the Universe.

Stars, Galaxies, H, …

CMB
Supernova



What’s 
the matter?

What’s 
Dark Matter?



 Postulated by Fritz Zwicky in early 1930’s

 Rediscovered by Vera Rubin in 1970

 Compelling  paradigm:

 massive, 

 non-relativistic ( v << c),

 non-luminous 

(no/tiny EM interaction),

 stable particles

 ~1/4 of  the Universe

Matter: 15 %

Dark Matter:
85 %



 Galaxy rotation curve

 Coma cluster

 Gravitational lensing 

 Bullet cluster

 Structure formation

 Cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR)

 Sky surveys

 Type Ia supervovae

 Baryonic acoustic oscillation (BAO)

 …





Vera Rubin





Dark Halo

Invisible component exist!

 Much more galaxies



 Gravity of the cluster:
too weak to contain the hot gas.   

 It would evaporate!: 
T∝ v2   

 v2  ∝ GM/r

x-ray image from the ROSAT satellite

 Stars and hot gas: not enough
to bend the light from the 
background galaxies so much



 Galaxy rotation curve

 Coma cluster

 Gravitational lensing 

 Bullet cluster

 Structure formation

 Cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR)

 Sky surveys

 Type Ia supervovae

 Baryonic acoustic oscillation (BAO)

 …

Gravity
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DM Direct Detection



 When mDM ~ mp ~ 0.94 GeV:

 ~1011/s DM’s penetrate our body for mDM ~ mp! 

DMv ~ 300 km/s

Dark Matter vs Human



 DM: all around us!  recoil of DM-nucleus scattering

based on E & p conservation!

What is measure:  E of recoiling nucleus ~ 1-103 keV for mDM ~ 1-103 GeV    

(Ek ~ mv2 with v/c~10-3)

 Challenges:  very small E, small event rate, large backgrounds

DM-nucleus 
scattering

DM Direct Detection



DM-Ice

Very Active

Lots of Exps. are 

in operation 

or planned. 

Detection Techniques



 Center for Underground Physics (CUP) of IBS (Daejeon): 

Yangyang & Taebaek

Daejeon
Taebaek

 COSINE-100

Direct Detection in Korea
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DM

DM

SM

SM

GC: 
high-density DM

γ, ν

p±, e±

Indirect Detection: Cosmic Rays



γ, ν

DM

DM

SM

SM

 γ, ν: (almost) straight line 
from where it is created

 ν: large volume is required!

 𝑝
±/
𝑒±: diffusive trajectory due to interaction with ISM, galactic 

magnetic field

 They (especially 𝑒±) may not reach the Earth if too diffused 
(i.e., too distant).

GC: 
high-density DM

p±, e±

Indirect Detection: Cosmic Rays



 Great sensitivity to cosmic-ray signals

 Better chance to have the information for 

extracting DM properties

 Balloon-based:

ATIC, PPB-BETS, …

 Satellite-based: 

AMS, Chandra, Fermi-LAT, PAMELA, 

XMM-Newton, DAMPE, ASTROGAM, …

IceCube

Fermi-LAT

 Ground-based

MAGIC, HESS, CTA, IceCube,  

Super/Hyper-K/KNO, DUNE, …

CTA

SK
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 Production of heavy particles (e.g. super-partner, Z’, t’, B, …)   E=mc2

 LHC Run I & II, Belle I: no conclusive evidence of DM yet

 Belle II (high luminosity):  have been upgraded & is running!

 LHC Run III: in the upgrade phase (2021)

LHC



 ν: to explain Missing E, p, S in the beta decay

 Nature(1934): “Too remote from reality!”

νe

Pauli(1930)   Fermi(1932)                

Missing E & p? 



 ν: to explain Missing E, p, S in the beta decay

 Nature(1934): “Too remote from reality!”

 DM cannot be directly detected 

 regarded as Missing E

νe

Pauli(1930)   Fermi(1932)                

Missing E: DM? 

Missing E & p? 



IceCube

CTA

Fermi-LAT

SK

XENON1T

AMS-02

DAMA

ATLAS

Planck

CMS

COSINE-100



뭔가 다른

방법은 없을까?



10-22 eV keV MeV GeV TeV PeV 100𝑀⨀~1068 eV



MACHO /
Primordial 

BHs
non-particle

10-22 eV keV MeV GeV TeV PeV

Superheavy
/ Composite

WIMPzilla
Q-ball

Dark-quark 
nugget

non-thermal

WIMP
well-

motivated
extensively 

studied
thermal
 N recoil

Light
particle 

DM
can be 

thermal
 e 

recoil

Superlight
WDM

Sterile ν
axino

may be 
thermal

Ultralight 
Scalar field

(QCD) Axion
Hidden photon

Fuzzy
non-thermal

100𝑀⨀~1068 eV



 A GJJ single-photon detector was proposed, covering from near-IR to microwave.

[Phys. Rev. Applied (2017)]

 K.C. Fong, G.-H. Lee & their collaborators have demonstrated experimentally

that the GJJ microwave bolometer can have sensitivity to 𝑬~𝟎. 𝟏 meV energy 

deposit.  [Nature (2020)]

 Currently, a GJJ single-photon detector is under testing in the laboratory. 

Superconductor-Graphene-Superconductor (SGS)

The device consists of a sheet of mono-layer 

graphene two sides of which are joined to 

superconductor, forming a superconductor-

normal metal-superconductor Josephson junction.



 GJJ: sensitivity to 𝐸~0.1 meV energy deposit demonstrated experimentally [Nature (2020)]

 Scattering between DM moving in 3D space & free electrons confined in 2D graphene layer

 signal rate depending on the DM direction

 GJJ DM detector improving the minimum detectable DM mass (𝑚DM~0.1 keV) by more than 

3 orders of magnitude over the ongoing/existing experiments

 Detector using graphene Josephson junction
D. Kim, JCP, K. C. Fong & G.-H. Lee,

[arXiv:2002.07821]
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𝐸𝑘~𝑚𝑣
2< 𝑶(eV)

𝝌𝝌



Need for alternative approaches

G. Belanger, JCP, JCAP (2012)
Agashe, Cui, Necib, Thaler, JHEP (2014)

K. Kong, G. Mohlabeng, JCP, PLB (2015)

𝜒0

𝜒0

𝜒1

𝜒1

𝜒1

(Galactic Center)
(Laboratory)

energetic
γ=m0/m1 >1

Cherenkov

light

SK, KNO/HK, 
IceCube/PINGU

DUNE: LArTPC

𝝌𝟏



𝝌𝟏

𝝌𝟏

𝝌𝟐

D. Kim, JCP & S. Shin, PRL (2017)



Follow-ups in collaborations with 
experimentalists (COHERENT, DUNE, 
SK/HK, …)

𝝌𝟏

𝝌𝟏

𝝌𝟐

Inelastic

scattering

 Target recoil (like in typical DM direct 

detection exp.) + secondary visible 

signatures more handles, 

(relatively) background-free

 Complementary to standard DM 

direct searches

 Boosted DM sources needed: BDM 

scenarios, fixed target experiments, etc. 

Ordinary

collider

DM 

collider

D. Kim, JCP & S. Shin, PRL (2017)



SHiP @ CERN

LBNF/DUNE @ Fermilab

 p/e beam on fixed target Z’, DM 

production

 Original purpose: ν production (not all)

 Upcoming Exps.: JSNS2, T2HK(J-PARC), 

NOVA/MicroBooNE/DUNE(Fermilab), 

PEX/HPS/DarkLight/BDX (J-Lab), 

SHiP(CERN), COHERENT (Oak Ridge), 

CCM (LANL), …



 Meson decays (P1): 𝜋0(𝜂) → 𝛾 + 𝛾/𝑿

 𝜋− absorption (capture) process (P2): 𝜋− + 𝑝 → 𝑛 + 𝛾/𝑿 (X: single-valued E)

 Charge exchange processes (P3): 𝜋−(+) + 𝑝 𝑛 → 𝑛 𝑝 + 𝜋0 &  𝜋0 → 𝛾 + 𝛾/𝑿

 𝑒±-induced cascade (P4): electromagnetic cascade showering & 𝛾 → 𝑿

𝑿

𝜒

𝜒

Proton beam

Target

𝜋0, stopped 𝜋±

𝑝/𝑛 in target

Detector

𝑿
𝑓

ҧ𝑓

𝜿𝒇
𝑿𝒙𝒇

𝑿
𝑿

𝜒

𝜒
𝜿𝑫
𝑿

GEANT4 (p dump ~ γ
production) + our own code

Dutta, Kim, Liao, JCP, Shin & Strigari, PRL (2020)



 Nucleus scattering (D1): (small 𝐸𝑟) 

 Electron scattering (D2): (large 𝐸𝑟)

𝑿

𝜒

𝜒

Proton beam

Target

𝜋0, stopped 𝜋±

𝑝/𝑛 in target

𝜒
𝜒

𝑁/𝑒

Detector

𝑁/𝑒𝜒 𝜒

𝑓 𝑓
𝜿𝒇
𝑽𝒙𝒇

𝑽

𝜿𝑫
𝑽

𝐴′

Dutta, Kim, Liao, JCP, Shin & Strigari, PRL (2020)



 Data released by COHERENT: CsI detector  14.57 kg×308.1 days [arXiv:1804.09459]

 Analysis scheme

 Fix the average rms radius of the neutron distribution to 𝑅𝑛 = 4.7 fm

 14 keV < 𝐸𝑟 < 28 keV &  𝑇 < 1.5 μs 𝐹𝑁
Helm 𝑞2 =

3𝑗1(𝑞𝑅0)

𝑞𝑅0
exp(−

𝑞2𝑠2

2
)

𝑅𝑛
2 = 3𝑅0

2/5 + 3𝑠2

97 : total events

− 49 : classified as steady-state (SS) backgrounds

− 19 : identified as delayed (SM) ν events (due to 𝐸𝑟/𝑡-cuts)

− 0 : identified as prompt (SM) ν events (due to 𝐸𝑟-cut)

26 : “Excess!!”

Significance (𝑅𝑛 = 4.7 fm): 𝟐. 𝟒 𝝈

Significance (𝑅𝑛 = 5.5 fm): 𝟑. 𝟎 𝝈

[arXiv:1801.05546]

− 3 : beam-related neutron (BRN) backgrounds

Dutta, Kim, Liao, JCP, Shin & Strigari, PRL (2020)



What 
Flavor?



 Particle physics: to find fundamental interactions and elements

 DM: clear sign of new physics (particle) beyond the Standard Model

 Nature of DM: one of the most important problems in the 21th century!

DM

Direct

Detection

Collider
Indirect

Detection

New 
Method?



Back-Up



𝜒 𝜒

Josephson junction

Superconductor

Superconductor

I. DM scatters off (π-bond) free electrons, transferring some fraction of its incoming 𝐸𝑘.

II. The recoiling e heats up & thermalizes with nearby e’s rapidly via e-e interactions.

III. The JJ is triggered: the temperature rise switches the zero-voltage of JJ to resistive state.

 𝐸𝑘~𝑚𝑣
2~1 meV for 𝑚𝐷𝑀 = 1 keV

 The GJJ device can posses the sensitivity to the signal induced even by sub-keV DM.



 We required 𝑁eve=3.6 under the negligible background assumption.

 The proposed GJJ DM detector can improve the minimum detectable DM mass (𝑚DM~0.1 keV) 

by more than 3 orders of magnitude over the ongoing/existing experiments.

 Even capable of probing sub-keV DM with great expected reaches.

𝐸𝑘~𝑚𝑣
2< 𝑶(eV) 𝐸𝑘~𝑚𝑣

2< 𝑶(eV)

Heavy mediator: 𝐹𝐷𝑀 = 1 Light mediator: 𝐹𝐷𝑀 ∝ 1/𝑞2 with 𝑞ref = 𝛼𝑒𝑚𝑒



Heavy mediator: 𝐹𝐷𝑀 = 1 Light mediator: 𝐹𝐷𝑀 ∝ 1/𝑞2 with 𝑞ref = 𝛼𝑒𝑚𝑒

 We required 𝑁eve=3.6 under the negligible background assumption.

 The proposed GJJ DM detector can improve the minimum detectable DM mass (𝑚DM~0.1 keV) 

by more than 3 orders of magnitude over the ongoing/existing experiments.

 Even capable of probing sub-keV DM with great expected reaches.

𝐸𝑘~𝑚𝑣
2< 𝑶(eV) 𝐸𝑘~𝑚𝑣

2< 𝑶(eV)

SENSEI



𝝌 𝝌

Josephson junction

Superconductor

Superconductor

 Electron: confined in the 2D graphene sheet even after the collision. 

 The momentum transfer is determined by the change of 𝒑𝝌∥.  Signal rate depends on the 

DM incident direction!  DM signal would be validated by rotating the graphene sheet: 

aligned with the direction parallel/perpendicular to the overall DM flux. 

𝜽
𝒑𝝌∥



Boosted DM coming from the universe

𝜒

𝜒

𝜒

𝑋

𝜒

𝜙

𝜒

𝑒±, 𝑝±, 𝜈, …

𝜒

𝑒±, 𝑝±, 𝜈, …

𝜒





 Semi-annihilation model
𝑚𝜒 ≫ 𝑚𝑋

 Decaying multi-component DM 
𝑚𝜙 ≫ 𝑚𝜒

 Energetic cosmic-ray induced DM 
𝐸𝑒±,𝑝±,𝜈,… ≫ 𝑚𝜒

𝜒0

𝜒0

𝜒1

𝜒1

 Multi-component model
𝑚0 ≫ 𝑚1

Large 𝑬𝒌
𝑫𝑴 due to mass gap or 𝑬𝒌

𝑪𝑹 transfer

 Some scenarios need extension of dark sector, but others just need couplings between DM & SM.



 𝜒2: a heavier (unstable) dark-sector state

 Flavor-conserving elastic scattering (eBDM)

 Flavor-changing inelastic scattering (iBDM)

ℒint ∋ −
𝜖

2
𝐹𝜇𝜈𝑋

𝜇𝜈 + 𝑔11 ҧ𝜒1𝛾
𝜇𝜒1𝑋𝜇 + 𝑔12 ҧ𝜒2𝛾

𝜇𝜒1𝑋𝜇 + ℎ. 𝑐.

𝑋, γ

𝜒1(𝜒2)

𝜒1

𝑔12
(𝑔12, 𝜇χ)



Kim, JCP & Shin, PRL (2017)

Giudice, JCP, et al., PLB (2018)

ℒint ∋ (𝜇χ/2) ҧ𝜒2σ
𝜇𝜈𝜒1𝐹𝜇𝜈 + ℎ. 𝑐.

 Various models conceiving BDM signatures

 Source: GC, Sun (capture), dwarf galaxies, etc.

 Mechanism: assisted freeze-out, semi-annihilation, decaying, cosmic-ray induced DM, etc.

 Portal: vector portal, scalar portal, etc.

 DM spin: fermionic DM, scalar DM, etc.

 iBDM-inducing operators: two chiral fermions, two real scalars, dipole moment interactions, etc.
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 Assuming no excess is observed, we can constrain parameter space.

 Projected sensitivity in the single-

mediator scenario: a dark photon 

mediator

 Data & information about BGs are 

available for COHERENT, but not for 

CCM &JSNS2

 A different curvature of JSNS2: due to 

𝑚𝑒 ≪ 𝑚𝑉, but 𝑚𝑁 ≫ 𝑚𝑉 for others

 NA64, BaBar: missing 𝐸𝑇

𝑚𝑉

𝑚𝜒
= 3 & 𝛼𝐷 =

𝜅𝐷
𝑉 2

4𝜋
= 0.5


